
Today, rust is everywhere in Public Works Departments! Street, Water,
Wastewater, Highway, Bridge, and Utilities Departments take great pride
in their equipment and facilities, but rust is a natural and costly enemy!

Frequent and expensive repainting only temporarily improves the
appearance of a rusty surface, because rust quickly bleeds back
through your new paint! Sandblasting has always been the S.O.P. to
remove rust. However, sandblasting is quickly becoming unacceptable as
containment of blast residue is a huge environmental concern, plus the
sand is extremely damaging to the bearings of your equipment.

Thus, RHOMAR developed BLACK-MAX™, an effective and
environmentally responsible alterative to sandblasting and frequent
repainting of any rusty surface. BLACK-MAX™ is remarkable for
treating a painted surface that has rust bleed-through, protecting a
rusty bare metal surface from the elements or preparing a rusty
surface for painting.

Stop rust in its tracks with proven BLACK-MAX™ and enjoy the
following benefits:

nn HALTS - existing rust activity!

nn PREVENTS - cathodic rust activity by blocking oxygen!

nn STOPS -rust bleed-through of paint!

nn REDUCES - containment of sandblast residue and bearing failure!

nn VERSATILE - on all metals found in Public Works Departments!

nn TRANSFORMS RUST - into a black polymer shield. Simply brush, spray
or roll on BLACK-MAX™, it’s that easy!

Without BLACK-MAX™, you have to get rid of
rust the hard way, by sandblasting equipment
and facilities!

Simply the best solution for rust! You’ve got to try BLACK-MAX™ to believe it!
CALL TODAY!! TOLL FREE!!

1-800-688-6221
VISA, MasterCard and American Express Accepted

2107 E. Rockhurst, Springfield, MO 65802
1.800.688.6221 ph 417.866.5592 fx 417.866.5593 email: solutions@rhomar.com
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For more on
BLACK-MAX™

just turn over!

1-800-688-6221

NEW CO-POLYMER TECHNOLOGY SOLVES
YOUR RUST PROBLEMS!

NEW!!

BLACK-
MAX
CATHODIC RUST
ENCAPSULANT
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With BLACK-MAX™, you get rid of rust the
easy way! New BLACK-MAX™ is guaranteed
to work, easy to apply and absolutely stops rust
dead in its tracks. No matter where you’ve got rust,
you need BLACK-MAX™!

                                                                                                                



More information about BLACK-MAX™

HALTS EXISTING
RUST

PREVENTS FUTURE
RUST

REDUCES NEED
FOR SANDBLASTING

EASY TO APPLY

Customer comments about
BLACK-MAX™:

I was looking for a good solution to
protect my vehicle undercarriages from
rust and corrosion, and I found it with
BLACK-MAX. Since starting to using
BLACK-MAX in early 2001 we have
virtually eliminated the need for
sandblasting.

R.K.
Wyoming DOT

My biggest frustration is that rust always
comes back through the new paint. We
always seem to be repainting the same
areas. I wanted to say thank you
because BLACK-MAX really works! We
are no longer repainting the areas that
we first treated with BLACK-MAX.

J.G.
WWTP

Repainting is expensive! New
BLACK-MAX™ prevents rust bleed-
through of new paint by encapsulating
rust with a polymer shield, so no
more repainting!

NEW CO-POLYMER
TECHNOLOGY SOLVES
YOUR RUST PROBLEMS!
Every Public Works Department
needs proven BLACK-MAX™ to
combat rust:

Street Departments:
Rust on your truck beds, frames, salt
spreaders, sign posts and construction
equipment.

Bridge Departments:
Rust on rocker arms, bearings, cables and
railings.

Water Departments:
Rust on hydrants, pipes, chlorine
equipment and well houses.

Sewer Departments:
Rust on storm basins, collection boxes, lift
stations and manhole covers.

Wastewater Departments:
Rust on storage tanks, clarifiers and
plants.

Utility Departments:
Rust on distribution pipes, transformers
and metal enclosures.

Park & Rec Departments:
Rust on playground equipment, restrooms,
fencing and mower decks.

Agricultural Enterprises:
Rust on fertilizer equipment, spreaders,
discs and harvesting implements

BLACK-MAX™ is remarkable at stoping
rust and corrosion from chlorine usage in
water and wastewater plants.

Bridge Departments absolutely love new
BLACK-MAX™ because it stops the rust
on rocker arms!

CALL TODAY!! TOLL FREE!!

1-800-688-62211-800-688-6221

For moreinformation,
stop by and visit
us on the web:
rhomar.com

BLACK-MAX™ extends the operational
life of your expensive salt spreaders! Don’t let
your salt spreader die young, use 
BLACK-MAX™!

                                             


